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the complex mode is available for recovery of passwords where brute force is not possible, or for
recovery of passwords which are not fully predictable, for example, ones containing numbers and
symbols. the complex mode uses a novel "tempered multiplicative mixing" (tmx) technique which

allows for the most powerful brute force search possible for password recovery. for more information
about the full-auto mode please see the "how to recover password" article. the recovery process also

depends on the complexity of the password: a single bit may be enough to make the decryption
impossible. so a complex password may require up to 10-12 bits of data to be decrypted. there is no
knowledge of the complexity of the password from the password recovery point of view. there is no
way to know in advance how many bits are required to make the decryption successful. recovery

times for passwords with 2 to 12 bits of data will vary from a few seconds to many hours. for
passwords with longer data than 12 bits, the recovery time will increase exponentially. as the

number of possibilities increases, the time to decode the password increases exponentially. this
makes brute force algorithms impractical for the decryption of long passwords. the same is true for

decryption of complex passwords that consist of multiple bits of data. for this reason, elcomsoft
advanced office password recovery is designed to handle complex passwords which consist of more

than a few bits of data. the encrypted text is broken down into so-called "crypto segments", each
one containing multiple bits of data. the most efficient brute force algorithm is then applied to each

crypto segment, and the most probable data is selected.
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advanced office password recovery
crack is a powerful and a fast tool that

allows you to recover 40-bit
encryption from almost all types of

files. you can easily recover your files
just by launching the application and
within a matter of seconds, you will
have recovered your files. advanced
office password recovery allows the

user to specify a file, the password of
which is already known. in this mode,
advanced office password recovery

combines an adaptive machine
learning algorithm with a brute force

and dictionary search strategy to
recover the password. this mode is
slower and more vulnerable to false
positives than the brute force mode.
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alternatively, password recovery can
be performed on a single sheet of a

document, using the brute force
method. password recovery will start
on the first character of the sheet and
proceed character by character until

the password is found. the brute force
mode is faster but more vulnerable to

false positives. in the brute force
mode, advanced office password

recovery first searches for the
password using the most common

ascii characters as the first characters
to test. if the password is found, it
proceeds to the next iteration by
searching for the password in all

lowercase, all uppercase, and mixed
case characters. in the third and
subsequent iterations, advanced

office password recovery uses the
dictionary created during the previous
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iteration to skip the most common
characters. microsoft office xp and

2000, as well as the openoffice
applications, employ low-grade 40-bit

encryption. in contrast, the more
recent office 2007 and 2013 employ
stronger 128-bit encryption. in order

to assist with the recovery of the
weak password in office xp and 2000
documents, advanced office password

recovery now offers the password
recovery mode that can break low-

grade 40-bit encryption by targeting
the encryption key instead of the

password. in order to help crack the
stronger 128-bit encryption in office

2007 and 2013 documents, advanced
office password recovery now offers a

brute force mode that tries all 128
ascii characters. 5ec8ef588b
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